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FIG. 1. Meridional view of radial wind velocities at 130, 180, and 230 ms after merger. The magenta contour lines indicate unbound matter
(according to the geodesic criterion �ut>1, see text).

most of the mass ejection (90%) takes place between about
50 and 190 ms after merger. This demonstrates that matching
the mass requirement for the blue kilonova in AT 2017gfo is
possible. Moreover, we find radial velocities distributed in the
range '0.1�0.2 c (with a maximum of 0.22 c), which is only
marginally consistent with what estimated from the observa-
tions. However, as we argue, these ejecta velocities should be
taken as a conservative lower limit and effects not included
in our simulation could compensate for the apparent discrep-
ancy. Overall, our findings support the MNS wind as a viable
source for the blue kilonova, thus encouraging further investi-
gation in this direction.

BNS model and numerical setup.—The BNS merger un-
der consideration has the same chirp mass as inferred for the
GW170817 event [23] and a mass ratio of q ' 0.9 (well in-
side the estimated range). NS matter is described via the
piecewise-polytropic approximation of the APR4 equation of
state (EOS) [24] (see also [25]), which leads to a MNS rem-
nant that survives without collapsing to a BH for the full extent
of the simulation. Initial dipolar magnetic fields are imposed
within the two NSs with maximum field strength of 5⇥1015 G
and the total inital magnetic energy is Emag '4 ⇥ 1047 erg.

The employed numerical codes and setup are those spec-
ified in [22]. In particular, we recall that the artificial floor
density is set to ⇢atm '6.3 ⇥ 104 g/cm3. This corresponds to
a mass of '2 ⇥ 10�3 M� within a sphere of radius 2360 km,
which is the largest distance at which we monitor matter out-
flows.

Analysis of the MNS wind component of the ejecta.—The
merger product is a magnetized MNS remnant characterized
by strong differential rotation [22]. The Kelvin-Helmholtz in-
stability in the first few ms after merger (e.g., [26, 27]) and the
magnetorotational instability later on (e.g., [28, 29]) amplify
the magnetic field by orders of magnitude up to a physical sat-
uration achieved around 50 ms after merger, corresponding to
Emag ⇠1051 erg [22]. During this phase, the build-up of mag-
netic pressure drives a baryon-loaded wind that pollutes the
environment around the MNS. Since the overall magnetic field
structure is still quite disordered, the mass outflow is nearly
isotropic (e.g., [30, 31]).

As the evolution proceeds, the magnetic field gradually ac-
quires a helical structure along the MNS spin axis that en-
hances the outwards acceleration in such direction, resulting
in a faster component of outflowing material that starts emerg-

ing ⇡ 100ms after merger [22].2 As illustrated in Fig. 1,
the faster outflow interacts then with the slower and more
isotropic surrounding material, eventually leading to a wide
angle ejecta component with a velocity profile that is maxi-
mum along the axis and declines at higher polar angles. At the
end of the simulation, further mass ejection is significantly re-
duced, while the material that remained bound starts to slowly
fall back towards the MNS.

The time evolution of the mass flow rate across spherical
surfaces of different radius is shown in Fig. 2, along with the
corresponding cumulative mass. In particular, we report the
result for 1180 km and 2360 km distance and for both the total
mass and the unbound mass. To define the unbound mass, we
adopt the conservative geodesic criterion �ut>1 [19].

The early contribution of dynamical ejecta can be clearly
distinguished from the MNS wind contribution. We find '
0.01M� of dynamical ejecta expelled within less than 10 ms
after merger (with no distinction of tidal and shock-driven
ejecta). Having high enough velocity (ranging up to more than
0.2 c), this component could represent a potential candidate
to explain the blue kilonova in AT 2017gfo. However, only
a fraction of this material would retain a low enough opac-
ity (e.g., [20]) and given that the mass is already smaller than
the expected range (i.e. ' 0.015 � 0.025M�), the chances
of being the dominant source of the blue kilonova appear
rather limited. While our results do not exclude that dynami-
cal ejecta could contribute significantly to the blue and/or the
red kilonova components of AT 2017gfo, a more precise as-
sessment is beyond the scope of this work.

Turning the attention to the MNS wind, Fig. 2 shows how
the (total and unbound) mass flow rate at a given distance
grows in time up to a maximum and then starts declining,
with a clear suppression towards the end of the simulation
(' 255ms after merger). The final decline is quite regular
and can be reproduced very well with an exponential decay.

2 The basic mechanism behind this further acceleration along the spin axis
is essentially analogous to the one at play when a large-scale dipolar field
is superimposed by hand on a nonmagnetized differentially rotating NS
[30, 32–34]. However, while the emergence of a collimated outflow is
ubiquitous in the latter setup, the same outcome is not always guaranteed
for a more realistic magnetic field evolution through the BNS merger (see
discussion in [22, 35]).
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Figure 1. 3D distribution of angular momentum density flux Jr
from the DD2 simulation with turbulent viscosity at ⇠43.5 ms
after merger. Jr is shown on a central region of (89⇥89⇥60) km3

covering the remnant NS and disk, and it is given in units where
c = G = M� = 1.

fects are broadly compatible with the results from simu-
lations, e.g. (Perego et al. 2017; Kawaguchi et al. 2018).
The early blue kN however, remains a challenging as-
pect to model. Both semi-analytical and radiation trans-
port models require ejecta properties di↵erent from those
found in simulations. In particular, simulations cannot
produce ejecta with the large velocities and electron frac-
tion inferred from the electromagnetic data (Fahlman
and Fernández 2018).

There exist alternative explanations of the blue kN
based on the interaction between a relativistic jet and
the ejecta (Lazzati et al. 2017; Bromberg et al. 2018; Piro
and Kollmeier 2017) but simulations show that successful
jets do not deposit a su�cient amount of thermal energy
in the ejecta for this mechanism to work (Du↵ell et al.
2018). Other possibilities include the presence of highly
magnetized winds (Metzger et al. 2018; Fernández et al.
2019), or the presence of the so-called viscous-dynamical
ejecta (Radice et al. 2018d). However, both models rely
on the development of large-scale strong magnetic fields.
Here, we identify a new generic hydrodynamics-driven
mechanism that works in self-consistent ab-initio sim-
ulations and does not require the presence of a strong
ordered magnetic field.

2. METHOD

We perform 3+1 NR simulations of two binaries with
mass M = (1.364 + 1.364)M� and NS described by the
microphysical EOS HS(DD2) (Typel et al. 2010; Hempel
and Scha↵ner-Bielich 2010) and LS220 (Lattimer and
Swesty 1991). The simulations include the merger and
the remnant evolution for a timescale of at least 30 ms
and up to 100 ms depending on the binary. The results
presented here are representative cases producing a long-
lived NS remnant (DD2) and a short-lived NS (LS220)

from a larger set of simulations that will be presented
elsewhere.

We use the WhiskyTHC code (Radice and Rezzolla 2012;
Radice et al. 2014a,b, 2018c) with the approximate neu-
trino transport scheme developed in (Radice et al. 2016a,
2018a). The simulations treat turbulent viscosity us-
ing the general-relativistic large eddy simulations method
(GRLES) (Radice 2017). The interactions between the
fluid and neutrinos are treated with a leakage scheme in
the optically thick regions (Ru↵ert et al. 1996; Neilsen
et al. 2014) while free-streaming neutrinos are evolved
according to the M0 scheme discussed in Ref. (Radice
et al. 2018a). The turbulent viscosity in the GRLES is
parametrized as �T = `mixcs, where cs is the sound speed
and `mix is a free parameter that depends on the intensity
of the turbulence. We perform two groups of simulations
in this work with �T either set to zero, or prescribed as
a function of the rest-mass density as in (Perego et al.
2019) using the results of (Kiuchi et al. 2018). We per-
form simulations with the same grid setup as in Ref.
(Radice et al. 2018a). In particular, the adaptive mesh
refinement grids have seven 2:1 refinement levels with
finest linear resolutions of h = 246, 185, 123m, which are
labelled LR, SR and HR. Each model was evolved at least
at two di↵erent resolutions (LR and SR).

The ejecta are calculated on coordinate spheres at r =
294 km employing the geodesic criterion for the dynami-
cal ejecta (Radice et al. 2018a). For the wind we use the
Bernoulli criterion, which is appropriate for steady-state
flow, assuming (@t)a is an approximate Killing vector (see
e.g. (Kastaun and Galeazzi 2015)). The Bernoulli calcu-
lation is started after the ejecta mass computed with the
geodesic criterion has saturated to its final value. From
the fluid’s stress energy tensor, we compute the angu-
lar momentum density flux Jr = Tra(@�)a, where � is
the cylindrical angular coordinate; angular momentum
is conserved if (@�)a is a Killing vector. r-process nucle-
osynthesis yields are computed using the method detailed
in (Radice et al. 2018a).

3. RESULTS

The key dynamical feature of relevance here is the de-
velopment of spiral arms in the remnant (Shibata and
Uryu 2000; Shibata and Taniguchi 2006; Bernuzzi et al.
2014; Kastaun and Galeazzi 2015; Bernuzzi et al. 2016;
East et al. 2016; Paschalidis et al. 2015; Radice et al.
2016b; Lehner et al. 2016). The hydrodynamic insta-
bility is monitored by a decomposition in Fourier modes
e�im� of the Eulerian rest-mass density on the equatorial
plane [see Eq. (1) of (Radice et al. 2016b)] and charac-
terized by the development of a m = 2 followed by a
m = 1 mode (East et al. 2016; Paschalidis et al. 2015;
Radice et al. 2016b; Lehner et al. 2016; Bernuzzi et al.
2014; Kastaun and Galeazzi 2015). In the short-lived
remnant (LS220) the m = 1 mode is subdominant with
respect to the m = 2, and it reaches a maximum close
to the collapse (Bernuzzi et al. 2014). Instead, in the
long-lived remnant (DD2) the m = 1 becomes the domi-
nant mode at ⇠20 ms and persists throughout the rem-
nant’s lifetime, while the m = 2 e�ciently dissipates via
gravitational-wave emission (Bernuzzi et al. 2016; Radice
et al. 2016b). Considering the turbulent viscosity e↵ect,
we find that the m = 2 mode is suppressed more rapidly
in presence of viscosity than without viscosity. By con-
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Figure 1. Complete UVOIR light curves, along with the models with the highest likelihood scores. Solid lines represent the realizations of
highest likelihood for each model, while shaded regions represent the 1� uncertainty ranges. For some bands there are multiple lines that
capture subtle differences between filters.

The variance parameter � is an additional scatter term, which
we fit, that encompasses additional uncertainty in the models
and/or data. For upper limits, we use a one-sided Gaussian
penalty term.

For each component of our model there are four free pa-
rameters: ejecta mass (Mej), ejecta velocity (vej), opacity (),
and the temperature floor (Tc). We use flat priors for the first
three parameters, and a log-uniform prior for Tc. In the case
of the asymmetric model, we assume a flat prior for the half
opening angle (✓).

For each model, we ran MOSFiT for approximately 24
hours using 10 nodes on Harvard University’s Odyssey com-
puter cluster. We utilized 100 chains until they reached con-
vergence (i.e., had a Gelman-Rubin statistic < 1.1; Gelman
& Rubin 1992). We use the first ' 80% of the chain as burn-
in. We compare the resulting fits utilizing the Watanabe-
Akaike Information Criteria (WAIC, Watanabe 2010; Gel-

man et al. 2014), which accounts for both the likelihood score
and number of fitted parameters for each model.

4. RESULTS OF THE KILONOVA MODELS

We fit three different models to the data: a spherical
two-component model, a spherical three-component model,
and an asymmetric three-component model. The results are
shown in Figures 1–5 and summarized in Table 2.

For the spherical two-component model we allow the opac-
ity of the red component to vary freely. This model has a total
of 8 free parameters: two ejecta masses, velocities and tem-
peratures, one free opacity, and one scatter term. We find
best-fit values of Mblue

ej = 0.019+0.001
-0.001 M�, vblue

ej = 0.257+0.009
-0.007c,

Mred
ej = 0.047+0.002

-0.002 M�, vred
ej = 0.151+0.004

-0.004c, and red = 3.78+0.13
-0.07

cm2 g-1. Although the model provides an adequate fit, it
predicts a double-peaked structure in the NIR light curves
at ⇡ 2 - 5 days that is not seen in the data.

Villar+ 2017
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5. Astrophysical Implications

The component masses of GW190425 are consistent with mass
measurements of NSs in binary systems (Antoniadis et al. 2016;
Alsing et al. 2018) as well as expected NS masses in supernova
explosion simulations (Woosley et al. 2002; Burrows et al. 2019;
Ebinger et al. 2019a, 2019b). Taking a fiducial range of NS
masses between 1.2 and M2.3 :, our low-spin posteriors are
entirely consistent with both objects being NSs, while there is
~25% of posterior support for component masses outside this
range given the high-spin prior. The lower end of this fiducial
range corresponds to the lowest precisely measured NS mass,

M1.174 0.004 : for the companion of PSR J0453+1559 in
Martinez et al. (2015) (see Tauris & Janka 2019 for an alternative
white-dwarf interpretation). It is also difficult to form light NSs
with masses below ~ M1.2 : in current supernova explosion
simulations (Burrows et al. 2019; Müller et al. 2019). The upper
end is based on the highest precise NS mass measurement of

-
+ M2.14 0.18

0.20
: (95% credibility interval) for PSR J0740+6620 in

Cromartie et al. (2019; see also Abbott et al. 2020 for a discussion
of NS upper mass bounds).

Here we discuss the implications for the GW190425 system
origin assuming it consists of a pair of NSs. Under this
assumption, we have calculated the astrophysical rate of merger
when including GW190425. We also briefly discuss the
possibility of the system containing BH components.

5.1. Possible System Origins

Currently there are 17 known Galactic BNSs with total mass
measurements, ranging from 2.50 to M2.89 ;: 12 of them have
masses measured for both components, implying chirp masses
from 1.12 to M1.24 : (see Table 1 in Farrow et al. 2019 and
references therein for details). In order to quantify how
different the source of GW190425 is from the observed
Galactic population, we fit the total masses of the 10 binaries
that are expected to merge within a Hubble time with a normal
distribution. This results in a mean of M2.69 : and a standard
deviation of M0.12 :. With a total mass of -

+ M3.4 0.1
0.3

:,
GW190425 lies five standard deviations away from the known
Galactic population mean (see Figure 5).205 A similar ( s25 )
deviation is found if we compare its chirp mass to those of
Galactic BNSs. This may indicate that GW190425 formed
differently than known Galactic BNSs.

There are two canonical formation channels for BNS systems:
the isolated binary evolution channel (Flannery & van den
Heuvel 1975; Massevitch et al. 1976; Smarr & Blandford 1976;
for reviews see Kalogera et al. 2007; Postnov & Yungelson 2014),
and the dynamical formation channel (see Phinney & Sigurdsson
1991; Prince et al. 1991; Grindlay et al. 2006; Lee et al. 2010; Ye
et al. 2019, and references therein). The former is the standard
formation channel for Galactic-field BNSs (e.g., Tauris et al.
2017), in which the two NSs are formed in a sequence of
supernova explosions that occur in an isolated binary.

Assuming a formation through the standard channel,
GW190425 might suggest a population of BNSs formed in
ultra-tight orbits with sub-hour orbital periods. Such binaries are
effectively invisible in current radio pulsar surveys due to severe
Doppler smearing (Cameron et al. 2018) and short inspiral times

(10 Myr), but have been predicted to exist in theoretical studies
(e.g., Belczynski et al. 2002; Dewi & Pols 2003; Ivanova et al.
2003), and possibly with a comparable formation rate to the
currently observed Galactic sample (Vigna-Gómez et al. 2018).
The formation of GW190425ʼs source might have involved a
phase of stable or unstable mass transfer from a post-helium main-
sequence star onto the NS. If the mass ratio between the helium-
star donor and the NS were high enough, the mass transfer would
be dynamically unstable and lead to a Case BB common-envelope
phase that could significantly shrink the binary orbit to sub-hour
periods (Ivanova et al. 2003; Tauris et al. 2017). If it is possible for
a binary to survive this common envelope phase, the high mass of
GW190425 may be indicative of this formation pathway, since a
more massive helium-star progenitor of the second-born NS would
be required for a common envelope to form. In this process the
secondary would likely be ultra-stripped, and so the subsequent
supernova kick may be suppressed (Tauris et al. 2015). The small
supernova kick, combined with the very tight orbital separation,
will increase the probability that the binary remained bound
following the supernova that formed the BNS. Additionally, the
high mass of GW190425 may point to its NSs being born from
low-metallicity stars (e.g., Ebinger et al. 2019b). Giacobbo &
Mapelli (2018) showed that BNSs with total masses of 3.2–3.5 M:
can be formed from isolated binaries provided that the metallicity
is relatively low (∼5%–10% solar metallicity). Athough not
obviously related to scenarios discussed here, the high-mass X-ray
binary Vela X-1 contains an NS with varying mass estimates from
1.5 up to M2.1 : (Barziv et al. 2001; Quaintrell et al. 2003;
Falanga et al. 2015; Giménez-García et al. 2016) in a nine day orbit
with a ~ M22 : supergiant star companion. Though it is unlikely
that the Vela X-1 system will survive a future common envelope
phase (Belczynski et al. 2012), if it does survive the supergiant will
eventually undergo core collapse forming an NS or BH, potentially
leading to a high-mass BNS similar to GW190425. The existence
of a fast-merging channel for the formation of BNSs could be
detected by future space-based gravitational-wave detectors
(Andrews et al. 2019; Lau et al. 2020).
An alternative way to make the GW190425 system is to have

the stellar companion of a massive NS replaced with another NS
through a dynamical encounter. Observations of millisecond
pulsars in globular clusters have found evidence of massive NSs

Figure 5. Total system masses for GW190425 under different spin priors, and
those for the 10 Galactic BNSs from Farrow et al. (2019) that are expected to
merge within a Hubble time. The distribution of the total masses of the latter is
shown and fit using a normal distribution shown by the dashed black curve.
The green curves are for individual Galactic BNS total mass distributions
rescaled to the same ordinate axis height of 1.

205 PSR J2222−0137, with a mass of M1.76 0.06 :, is also in a high-mass
binary (with =m M3.05 0.09tot :, 3σ higher than the mean of the Galactic
BNS population, Cognard et al. 2017); however, the secondary is believed to
be a white dwarf rather than an NS.
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Importance of weak interactions:

neutrino emission

viscous heating (MRI)

Ignition threshold: De & Siegel 2020

Ṁign = Ṁign↵
5/3

= 2⇥ 10�3M� s�1
⇣ ↵

0.02

⌘5/3
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Only depends on accretion rate (mass of the disk)!

1D alpha-disk model

Igniting weak interactions in BNS/NS-BH post-merger accretion disks

Siegel & Metzger, PRL 2017

Weak interactions are key for 
composition, nucleosynthesis, kilonova



Importance of some simulation ingredients

Daniel Siegel

De & Siegel 2020

Igniting weak interactions in BNS/NS-BH post-merger accretion disks

• GRMHD

self-consistent heating & accretion rate

effective alpha-viscosity highly variable 

correct type of turbulence: 
MHD turbulence via MRI 
(vs. convection for hydro case)

non-local dissipation of magnetic energy into heat in ’hot’ corona

MHD 
dynamo 
signature

Siegel & Metzger 2018



Importance of some simulation ingredients

Daniel Siegel

De & Siegel 2020

Igniting weak interactions in BNS/NS-BH post-merger accretion disks

• GRMHD

self-consistent heating & accretion rate

effective alpha-viscosity highly variable 

correct type of turbulence: 
MHD turbulence via MRI 
(vs. convection for hydro case)

non-local dissipation of magnetic energy into heat in ’hot’ corona

• 3D
inverse turbulent cascade in 2D

anti-dynamo theorem in 2D

• EOS
Helmholtz EOS or similar: require correct physics at low densities, temperatures; 
insensitive to high-density (nuclear) part

• radiation transport

leakage scheme with approximate absorption OK 
require better transport at high accretion rates



Ignition of weak interactions

Daniel Siegel

De & Siegel 2020

Igniting weak interactions in BNS/NS-BH post-merger accretion disks

more effective evaporation in 
the absence of cooling!analytic estimate from 

1D alpha-disk model 

neutrino-cooled 
regime

advection 
of 

thermal 
energy

simulated GRMHD disks

Ejected disk mass:

12

3

1

2

3

~ 35%

~ 35%

~ 60%

maximal radiative efficiency



Midplane evolution

Daniel Siegel

De & Siegel 2020

Igniting weak interactions in BNS/NS-BH post-merger accretion disks

MD_M03 MD_M002 MD_M0002

outer accretion disk: 
faster protonization 
for higher accretion 

rates

inner accretion disk: 
self-regulation 

mechanism based on 
electron degeneracy,

neutron-rich reservoir 
above ignition 

threshold

⌧Ye / Ṁ�5/4
acc
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Siegel & Metzger 2017, 2018



Nucleosynthesis

Daniel Siegel

De & Siegel 2020

Igniting weak interactions in BNS/NS-BH post-merger accretion disks
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trends likely to continue as 
neutrino absorption becomes 
important  

(see results of Miller+ 2019)
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Daniel Siegel

MHD vs. hydro outflows

Igniting weak interactions in BNS/NS-BH post-merger accretion disks

GRMHD evolution of NS merger discs 3383

Figure 8. Power generated by the GRMHD model at a radius rout = 109 cm
≃ 2 000rg, separated into components (rest mass, kinetic, electromagnetic,
and thermal) according to equations (34) and (36)–(38). The blue line shows
a power-law fit to the electromagnetic power for t > 1 s.

3.2.1 Comparison with hydrodynamic models

The luminosity and mass flow rate for the hydrodynamic models
is computed using equations (33) and (34) with ut = −1,

√−g =
r2 sin θ , and (xr, xθ , xφ) = (r, θ , φ). Fig. 6 shows that the early
evolution of Lν in the GRMHD model deviates somewhat from
that of all the hydrodynamic models due to the delayed onset of
angular momentum transport by the MRI relative to the viscous
stress (Section 3.1). At late-times, the neutrino emission from the
GRMHD model is bracketed by that of the hydrodynamic models
with α = 0.03 − 0.1.

As with the neutrino luminosity, the late-time accretion history
of the GRMHD model is bracketed by the hydrodynamic models
with α = 0.03 − 0.1. A power-law fit to the accretion rate in the
GRMHD model for t > 1 s yields t−1.8, while in the hydrodynamic
models with α = 0.03−0.1 the dependence is t−1.9. Despite the
different treatment of gravity and processes driving angular mo-
mentum transport, the temporal slope of the mass accretion rate at
late times is essentially the same in all models.

The main difference between the accretion histories of GRMHD
and hydrodynamic models has to do with the level of stochasticity of
the fluid reaching the BH. Given that MRI-driven turbulence trans-
ports angular momentum, mass flow on to the BH in the GRMHD
model shows fluctuations throughout its evolution. In contrast, ac-
cretion is smooth for the hydrodynamic models for as long as neu-
trino cooling is important. Around the time when weak interactions
freeze out, the magnitude of the accretion rate drops from its initial
power-law evolution and becomes stochastic, latching on to a dif-
ferent power-law trajectory. While the GRMHD models does not
display such a marked transition in its accretion history, fluctuations
in the accretion rate show a visible modification around t ∼ 300 ms,
when neutrino cooling becomes unimportant.

3.3 Mass ejection

The total amount of unbound mass ejected at a radius of 109 cm
is shown in Table 1. In the GRMHD model, matter is considered
to be unbound when it satisfies the condition −(1 + γadϵ/ρ) ut =
−h ut > 1. This condition corresponds to a positive Bernoulli pa-
rameter in Newtonian gravity, accounting for the internal energy
available for conversion to kinetic energy via adiabatic expansion

Figure 9. Rest mass unbound outflow rate (equation 34 restricted to
−hut > 1) at rout = 109 cm as a function of time for the GRMHD model
(solid black line). A power-law fit to this mass-loss rate yields t−2.3 for t >

1 s. For comparison, we also show the outflow rates for the three hydrody-
namic models with varying α, as labelled. The dotted line shows the mass
accretion rate at the ISCO for the GRMHD model (cf. Fig. 7), and the grey
shaded area shows the fraction of the outflow in the GRMHD model that
satisfies the condition −ut > 1.

upon subsequent evolution. For comparison, we also use the more
restrictive ‘geodesic’ condition −ut > 1, which corresponds to de-
manding that the escape speed be locally exceeded in Newtonian
gravity, thus providing a lower limit on mass ejection (e.g. Kas-
taun & Galeazzi 2015; Bovard et al. 2017). The radius of 109 km
(≃2000 rg) is chosen such that most of the outflow can be measured
before the outer edge of the disc spreads to that point.

The GRMHD model ejects about 1.3 × 10−2 M⊙, or 39 per cent
of the initial torus mass. The mass ejection history at r = 109 cm
is shown in Fig. 9. The initial outflow reaches this radius by a time
of ∼40 ms, as can be seen from Fig. 4. This early outflow plateaus
at a time of ∼0.1 s, then slowly increases to a peak at t ∼ 1 s.
Thereafter, mass ejection decreases sharply with time, following
a t−2.3 dependence. By t = 9.3 s the mass outflow rate is a factor
300 lower than at its peak. At the end of the simulation, the rate
of change of the cumulative ejected mass satisfies dln Mej/dln t ≃
0.03, thus mass ejection is complete to within other uncertainties.

Using the more restrictive ‘geodesic’ criterion to determine the
gravitational binding of the outflow results in only 30 per cent of
the disc mass being ejected. Fig. 9 shows that nearly all the decrease
(compared to the Bernoulli criterion) arises in the late-time phase of
the outflow, after t = 1 s. At this time most of the material is ejected
thermally by nuclear recombination and dissipation of MHD turbu-
lence given the absence of neutrino cooling (Section 3.4.3). Since
material is ejected from larger radii in this phase, the outflow has not
yet undergone full adiabatic expansion and retains significant ther-
mal energy at a radius 109 cm. The gravitational binding criterion
does not affect the total kinetic or electromagnetic energy of the out-
flow. Instead, these quantities are dependent on the magnetization
and low-density cut (Section 2.4).

The physics of the polar unbound outflows in three-dimensional
GRMHD simulations of accretion discs around spinning black holes
has been studied by De Villiers et al. (2005) and Hawley & Krolik
(2006). They found that the jet core is magnetically dominated,
with a very low matter density, and contains field lines that are
primarily radial, with a degree of coiling that depends on the spin
of the black hole. Matter outflow was found to reside outside the jet
‘wall’, being confined from the jet side by centrifugal forces and on

MNRAS 482, 3373–3393 (2019)
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GRMHD outflows are early!

alpha-disk outflows starting at tvisc



Daniel Siegel

Similar physics in different context: collapsars

• Angular momentum of infalling stellar material leads to 
circularization and formation of accretion disk around the BH

core collapse

BH formation

accretion disk
Formation

jet punches through infalling 
material, generates GRB

• Accretion powers jet to 
generate long GRBs 

• Collapse accompanied by SN 
(hypernovae, broad-lined Type Ic)

• speculated that high entropies 
in jet might give rise to r-
process 

MacFadyen & Woosley 1999:

No. 1, 1999 COLLAPSARS 271

FIG. 7.ÈDensity in the central regions of model 14A 7.598 s after core collapse. A dense disk (red ; 109 g cm~3) of gas is accreting into the black hole. The
centrifugally supported torus has a radius of 200 km. Still higher densities exist in the disk inside the inner boundary of our calculation (50 km). Gas is
accreting much more readily along the polar axis because of the lack of centrifugal support and has left behind a channel with relatively low density (blue ; 106
g cm~3). Should energy be deposited near the black hole, this geometry will naturally focus jets along the rotational axis.

cosity was calculated using where r is the sphericall\ acs r,
distance from the origin and a was 0.1. Another calculation,
which assumed that with H the density scalel\ acs H,
height and a \ 0.1, gave about one-half as much energy to
the plumes. In practice the plumes shown in Figure 16
would result from using a larger value of a B 0.2 in the
latter expression.

The plumes (or wind) are thus artiÐcial in the sense that
they are generated by an ““ alpha viscosity.ÏÏ However, the
dissipation modeled by a may have a real physical originÈ
magnetic energy dissipation in and above the disk. Very

roughly, the MHD Ñux from the disk is a small fraction, say
1%È10% , of the magnetic energy density in the disk, B2/8n,
times the speed, about the speed of light in the innerAlfve" n
disk. The Ðeld itself might have an energy density 10% of
ov2. Then for density D1010 g cm~3, v D 1010 cm s~1 and a
disk area of 1013 cm, the MHD energy input is D1051 ergs
s~1.

The matter that is ejected has mostly been at high tem-
perature, and is initially composed of nucleons. AsT9 Z 10
these nucleons reassemble in nuclear statistical equilibrium,
and provided remains near 0.5, the freezeout composi-Y

e

MacFadyen & Woosley 1999

GRB jet
r-process?

Igniting weak interactions in BNS/NS-BH post-merger accretion disks
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<latexit sha1_base64="dIy8pM9Rwkwg90dsRSqE5hOEvdE=">AAAB8HicdVBNSwMxFMzWr1q/qh69BIvgQcpuKdTeCl68CBVsrbRLyabZNjTJLslboSz9FV48KOLVn+PNf2O6XUFFBwLDzBvy3gSx4AZc98MprKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e+X9g66JEk1Zh0Yi0r2AGCa4Yh3gIFgv1ozIQLDbYHqx8G/vmTY8Ujcwi5kvyVjxkFMCVrobjCJIr+bD2rBccavNDHhJGvWcND3sVd0MFZSjPSy/2yxNJFNABTGm77kx+CnRwKlg89IgMSwmdErGrG+pIpIZP80WnuMTq4xwGGn7FOBM/Z5IiTRmJgM7KQlMzG9vIf7l9RMIz/2UqzgBpujyozARGCK8uB6PuGYUxMwSQjW3u2I6IZpQsB2VbAlfl+L/SbdW9dyqd12vtM7yOoroCB2jU+ShBmqhS9RGHUSRRA/oCT072nl0XpzX5WjByTOH6Aect094sZDK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dIy8pM9Rwkwg90dsRSqE5hOEvdE=">AAAB8HicdVBNSwMxFMzWr1q/qh69BIvgQcpuKdTeCl68CBVsrbRLyabZNjTJLslboSz9FV48KOLVn+PNf2O6XUFFBwLDzBvy3gSx4AZc98MprKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e+X9g66JEk1Zh0Yi0r2AGCa4Yh3gIFgv1ozIQLDbYHqx8G/vmTY8Ujcwi5kvyVjxkFMCVrobjCJIr+bD2rBccavNDHhJGvWcND3sVd0MFZSjPSy/2yxNJFNABTGm77kx+CnRwKlg89IgMSwmdErGrG+pIpIZP80WnuMTq4xwGGn7FOBM/Z5IiTRmJgM7KQlMzG9vIf7l9RMIz/2UqzgBpujyozARGCK8uB6PuGYUxMwSQjW3u2I6IZpQsB2VbAlfl+L/SbdW9dyqd12vtM7yOoroCB2jU+ShBmqhS9RGHUSRRA/oCT072nl0XpzX5WjByTOH6Aect094sZDK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dIy8pM9Rwkwg90dsRSqE5hOEvdE=">AAAB8HicdVBNSwMxFMzWr1q/qh69BIvgQcpuKdTeCl68CBVsrbRLyabZNjTJLslboSz9FV48KOLVn+PNf2O6XUFFBwLDzBvy3gSx4AZc98MprKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e+X9g66JEk1Zh0Yi0r2AGCa4Yh3gIFgv1ozIQLDbYHqx8G/vmTY8Ujcwi5kvyVjxkFMCVrobjCJIr+bD2rBccavNDHhJGvWcND3sVd0MFZSjPSy/2yxNJFNABTGm77kx+CnRwKlg89IgMSwmdErGrG+pIpIZP80WnuMTq4xwGGn7FOBM/Z5IiTRmJgM7KQlMzG9vIf7l9RMIz/2UqzgBpujyozARGCK8uB6PuGYUxMwSQjW3u2I6IZpQsB2VbAlfl+L/SbdW9dyqd12vtM7yOoroCB2jU+ShBmqhS9RGHUSRRA/oCT072nl0XpzX5WjByTOH6Aect094sZDK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dIy8pM9Rwkwg90dsRSqE5hOEvdE=">AAAB8HicdVBNSwMxFMzWr1q/qh69BIvgQcpuKdTeCl68CBVsrbRLyabZNjTJLslboSz9FV48KOLVn+PNf2O6XUFFBwLDzBvy3gSx4AZc98MprKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e+X9g66JEk1Zh0Yi0r2AGCa4Yh3gIFgv1ozIQLDbYHqx8G/vmTY8Ujcwi5kvyVjxkFMCVrobjCJIr+bD2rBccavNDHhJGvWcND3sVd0MFZSjPSy/2yxNJFNABTGm77kx+CnRwKlg89IgMSwmdErGrG+pIpIZP80WnuMTq4xwGGn7FOBM/Z5IiTRmJgM7KQlMzG9vIf7l9RMIz/2UqzgBpujyozARGCK8uB6PuGYUxMwSQjW3u2I6IZpQsB2VbAlfl+L/SbdW9dyqd12vtM7yOoroCB2jU+ShBmqhS9RGHUSRRA/oCT072nl0XpzX5WjByTOH6Aect094sZDK</latexit>

a c

b
Ye

degeneracy

accretion rate nucleosynthesis in disk outflow

Daniel Siegel

e� + p ! n+ ⌫e

e+ + n ! p+ ⌫̄e

Low disk densities (low    ):Ṁ
<latexit sha1_base64="BOgzIl3Dy3mvMHScnuNvdfJ8HCY=">AAAB7nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiQi1GXBjRuhgn1AG8pkOmmHTiZh5kYooR/hxoUibv0ed/6N0zYLbT0wcDjnHubeE6ZSGPS8b6e0sbm1vVPereztHxweuccnbZNkmvEWS2SiuyE1XArFWyhQ8m6qOY1DyTvh5Hbud564NiJRjzhNeRDTkRKRYBSt1OkPE8zvZwO36tW8Bcg68QtShQLNgftlkyyLuUImqTE930sxyKlGwSSfVfqZ4SllEzriPUsVjbkJ8sW6M3JhlSGJEm2fQrJQfydyGhszjUM7GVMcm1VvLv7n9TKMboJcqDRDrtjyoyiTBBMyv50MheYM5dQSyrSwuxI2ppoytA1VbAn+6snrpH1V8y1/uK426kUdZTiDc7gEH+rQgDtoQgsYTOAZXuHNSZ0X5935WI6WnCJzCn/gfP4AeuSPnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BOgzIl3Dy3mvMHScnuNvdfJ8HCY=">AAAB7nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiQi1GXBjRuhgn1AG8pkOmmHTiZh5kYooR/hxoUibv0ed/6N0zYLbT0wcDjnHubeE6ZSGPS8b6e0sbm1vVPereztHxweuccnbZNkmvEWS2SiuyE1XArFWyhQ8m6qOY1DyTvh5Hbud564NiJRjzhNeRDTkRKRYBSt1OkPE8zvZwO36tW8Bcg68QtShQLNgftlkyyLuUImqTE930sxyKlGwSSfVfqZ4SllEzriPUsVjbkJ8sW6M3JhlSGJEm2fQrJQfydyGhszjUM7GVMcm1VvLv7n9TKMboJcqDRDrtjyoyiTBBMyv50MheYM5dQSyrSwuxI2ppoytA1VbAn+6snrpH1V8y1/uK426kUdZTiDc7gEH+rQgDtoQgsYTOAZXuHNSZ0X5935WI6WnCJzCn/gfP4AeuSPnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BOgzIl3Dy3mvMHScnuNvdfJ8HCY=">AAAB7nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiQi1GXBjRuhgn1AG8pkOmmHTiZh5kYooR/hxoUibv0ed/6N0zYLbT0wcDjnHubeE6ZSGPS8b6e0sbm1vVPereztHxweuccnbZNkmvEWS2SiuyE1XArFWyhQ8m6qOY1DyTvh5Hbud564NiJRjzhNeRDTkRKRYBSt1OkPE8zvZwO36tW8Bcg68QtShQLNgftlkyyLuUImqTE930sxyKlGwSSfVfqZ4SllEzriPUsVjbkJ8sW6M3JhlSGJEm2fQrJQfydyGhszjUM7GVMcm1VvLv7n9TKMboJcqDRDrtjyoyiTBBMyv50MheYM5dQSyrSwuxI2ppoytA1VbAn+6snrpH1V8y1/uK426kUdZTiDc7gEH+rQgDtoQgsYTOAZXuHNSZ0X5935WI6WnCJzCn/gfP4AeuSPnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BOgzIl3Dy3mvMHScnuNvdfJ8HCY=">AAAB7nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiQi1GXBjRuhgn1AG8pkOmmHTiZh5kYooR/hxoUibv0ed/6N0zYLbT0wcDjnHubeE6ZSGPS8b6e0sbm1vVPereztHxweuccnbZNkmvEWS2SiuyE1XArFWyhQ8m6qOY1DyTvh5Hbud564NiJRjzhNeRDTkRKRYBSt1OkPE8zvZwO36tW8Bcg68QtShQLNgftlkyyLuUImqTE930sxyKlGwSSfVfqZ4SllEzriPUsVjbkJ8sW6M3JhlSGJEm2fQrJQfydyGhszjUM7GVMcm1VvLv7n9TKMboJcqDRDrtjyoyiTBBMyv50MheYM5dQSyrSwuxI2ppoytA1VbAn+6snrpH1V8y1/uK426kUdZTiDc7gEH+rQgDtoQgsYTOAZXuHNSZ0X5935WI6WnCJzCn/gfP4AeuSPnQ==</latexit>

Ye ~ 0.5
outflows produce 56Ni

Neutron-richness:

r-process in collapsars Siegel, Barnes, Metzger 2019, Nature

Igniting weak interactions in BNS/NS-BH post-merger accretion disks
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Ṁ1
<latexit sha1_base64="AsmLwxvmhXh5TY6ylUkwtbnYwRY=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgQsqMFGp3BTduhAr2Ie1QMmmmDU0yQ5IRytCvcONCEbd+jjv/xnQ6gooeCBzOuYfce4KYM21c98MprKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e+X9g46OEkVom0Q8Ur0Aa8qZpG3DDKe9WFEsAk67wfRy4XfvqdIskrdmFlNf4LFkISPYWOluMIpMej0fesNyxa02MqAlqddy0vCQV3UzVCBHa1h+t1mSCCoN4VjrvufGxk+xMoxwOi8NEk1jTKZ4TPuWSiyo9tNs4Tk6scoIhZGyTxqUqd8TKRZaz0RgJwU2E/3bW4h/ef3EhBd+ymScGCrJ8qMw4chEaHE9GjFFieEzSzBRzO6KyAQrTIztqGRL+LoU/U8651XPrXo3tUrzLK+jCEdwDKfgQR2acAUtaAMBAQ/wBM+Och6dF+d1OVpw8swh/IDz9gl3LZDJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AsmLwxvmhXh5TY6ylUkwtbnYwRY=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgQsqMFGp3BTduhAr2Ie1QMmmmDU0yQ5IRytCvcONCEbd+jjv/xnQ6gooeCBzOuYfce4KYM21c98MprKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e+X9g46OEkVom0Q8Ur0Aa8qZpG3DDKe9WFEsAk67wfRy4XfvqdIskrdmFlNf4LFkISPYWOluMIpMej0fesNyxa02MqAlqddy0vCQV3UzVCBHa1h+t1mSCCoN4VjrvufGxk+xMoxwOi8NEk1jTKZ4TPuWSiyo9tNs4Tk6scoIhZGyTxqUqd8TKRZaz0RgJwU2E/3bW4h/ef3EhBd+ymScGCrJ8qMw4chEaHE9GjFFieEzSzBRzO6KyAQrTIztqGRL+LoU/U8651XPrXo3tUrzLK+jCEdwDKfgQR2acAUtaAMBAQ/wBM+Och6dF+d1OVpw8swh/IDz9gl3LZDJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AsmLwxvmhXh5TY6ylUkwtbnYwRY=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgQsqMFGp3BTduhAr2Ie1QMmmmDU0yQ5IRytCvcONCEbd+jjv/xnQ6gooeCBzOuYfce4KYM21c98MprKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e+X9g46OEkVom0Q8Ur0Aa8qZpG3DDKe9WFEsAk67wfRy4XfvqdIskrdmFlNf4LFkISPYWOluMIpMej0fesNyxa02MqAlqddy0vCQV3UzVCBHa1h+t1mSCCoN4VjrvufGxk+xMoxwOi8NEk1jTKZ4TPuWSiyo9tNs4Tk6scoIhZGyTxqUqd8TKRZaz0RgJwU2E/3bW4h/ef3EhBd+ymScGCrJ8qMw4chEaHE9GjFFieEzSzBRzO6KyAQrTIztqGRL+LoU/U8651XPrXo3tUrzLK+jCEdwDKfgQR2acAUtaAMBAQ/wBM+Och6dF+d1OVpw8swh/IDz9gl3LZDJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AsmLwxvmhXh5TY6ylUkwtbnYwRY=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgQsqMFGp3BTduhAr2Ie1QMmmmDU0yQ5IRytCvcONCEbd+jjv/xnQ6gooeCBzOuYfce4KYM21c98MprKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e+X9g46OEkVom0Q8Ur0Aa8qZpG3DDKe9WFEsAk67wfRy4XfvqdIskrdmFlNf4LFkISPYWOluMIpMej0fesNyxa02MqAlqddy0vCQV3UzVCBHa1h+t1mSCCoN4VjrvufGxk+xMoxwOi8NEk1jTKZ4TPuWSiyo9tNs4Tk6scoIhZGyTxqUqd8TKRZaz0RgJwU2E/3bW4h/ef3EhBd+ymScGCrJ8qMw4chEaHE9GjFFieEzSzBRzO6KyAQrTIztqGRL+LoU/U8651XPrXo3tUrzLK+jCEdwDKfgQR2acAUtaAMBAQ/wBM+Och6dF+d1OVpw8swh/IDz9gl3LZDJ</latexit>

Ṁ3
<latexit sha1_base64="WQeF0y1CyecKOCxvYCu9nqwOwAE=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgQsqMCrosuHEjVLAPaYeSSTNtaCYzJHeEMvQr3LhQxK2f486/MW1noa0HAodz7iH3niCRwqDrfjuFldW19Y3iZmlre2d3r7x/0DRxqhlvsFjGuh1Qw6VQvIECJW8nmtMokLwVjG6mfuuJayNi9YDjhPsRHSgRCkbRSo/dfozZ3aR30StX3Ko7A1kmXk4qkKPeK3/ZLEsjrpBJakzHcxP0M6pRMMknpW5qeELZiA54x1JFI278bLbwhJxYpU/CWNunkMzU34mMRsaMo8BORhSHZtGbiv95nRTDaz8TKkmRKzb/KEwlwZhMryd9oTlDObaEMi3sroQNqaYMbUclW4K3ePIyaZ5XPbfq3V9Wamd5HUU4gmM4BQ+uoAa3UIcGMIjgGV7hzdHOi/PufMxHC06eOYQ/cD5/AKT7kDg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WQeF0y1CyecKOCxvYCu9nqwOwAE=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgQsqMCrosuHEjVLAPaYeSSTNtaCYzJHeEMvQr3LhQxK2f486/MW1noa0HAodz7iH3niCRwqDrfjuFldW19Y3iZmlre2d3r7x/0DRxqhlvsFjGuh1Qw6VQvIECJW8nmtMokLwVjG6mfuuJayNi9YDjhPsRHSgRCkbRSo/dfozZ3aR30StX3Ko7A1kmXk4qkKPeK3/ZLEsjrpBJakzHcxP0M6pRMMknpW5qeELZiA54x1JFI278bLbwhJxYpU/CWNunkMzU34mMRsaMo8BORhSHZtGbiv95nRTDaz8TKkmRKzb/KEwlwZhMryd9oTlDObaEMi3sroQNqaYMbUclW4K3ePIyaZ5XPbfq3V9Wamd5HUU4gmM4BQ+uoAa3UIcGMIjgGV7hzdHOi/PufMxHC06eOYQ/cD5/AKT7kDg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WQeF0y1CyecKOCxvYCu9nqwOwAE=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgQsqMCrosuHEjVLAPaYeSSTNtaCYzJHeEMvQr3LhQxK2f486/MW1noa0HAodz7iH3niCRwqDrfjuFldW19Y3iZmlre2d3r7x/0DRxqhlvsFjGuh1Qw6VQvIECJW8nmtMokLwVjG6mfuuJayNi9YDjhPsRHSgRCkbRSo/dfozZ3aR30StX3Ko7A1kmXk4qkKPeK3/ZLEsjrpBJakzHcxP0M6pRMMknpW5qeELZiA54x1JFI278bLbwhJxYpU/CWNunkMzU34mMRsaMo8BORhSHZtGbiv95nRTDaz8TKkmRKzb/KEwlwZhMryd9oTlDObaEMi3sroQNqaYMbUclW4K3ePIyaZ5XPbfq3V9Wamd5HUU4gmM4BQ+uoAa3UIcGMIjgGV7hzdHOi/PufMxHC06eOYQ/cD5/AKT7kDg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WQeF0y1CyecKOCxvYCu9nqwOwAE=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgQsqMCrosuHEjVLAPaYeSSTNtaCYzJHeEMvQr3LhQxK2f486/MW1noa0HAodz7iH3niCRwqDrfjuFldW19Y3iZmlre2d3r7x/0DRxqhlvsFjGuh1Qw6VQvIECJW8nmtMokLwVjG6mfuuJayNi9YDjhPsRHSgRCkbRSo/dfozZ3aR30StX3Ko7A1kmXk4qkKPeK3/ZLEsjrpBJakzHcxP0M6pRMMknpW5qeELZiA54x1JFI278bLbwhJxYpU/CWNunkMzU34mMRsaMo8BORhSHZtGbiv95nRTDaz8TKkmRKzb/KEwlwZhMryd9oTlDObaEMi3sroQNqaYMbUclW4K3ePIyaZ5XPbfq3V9Wamd5HUU4gmM4BQ+uoAa3UIcGMIjgGV7hzdHOi/PufMxHC06eOYQ/cD5/AKT7kDg=</latexit>

Ṁ2
<latexit sha1_base64="dIy8pM9Rwkwg90dsRSqE5hOEvdE=">AAAB8HicdVBNSwMxFMzWr1q/qh69BIvgQcpuKdTeCl68CBVsrbRLyabZNjTJLslboSz9FV48KOLVn+PNf2O6XUFFBwLDzBvy3gSx4AZc98MprKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e+X9g66JEk1Zh0Yi0r2AGCa4Yh3gIFgv1ozIQLDbYHqx8G/vmTY8Ujcwi5kvyVjxkFMCVrobjCJIr+bD2rBccavNDHhJGvWcND3sVd0MFZSjPSy/2yxNJFNABTGm77kx+CnRwKlg89IgMSwmdErGrG+pIpIZP80WnuMTq4xwGGn7FOBM/Z5IiTRmJgM7KQlMzG9vIf7l9RMIz/2UqzgBpujyozARGCK8uB6PuGYUxMwSQjW3u2I6IZpQsB2VbAlfl+L/SbdW9dyqd12vtM7yOoroCB2jU+ShBmqhS9RGHUSRRA/oCT072nl0XpzX5WjByTOH6Aect094sZDK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dIy8pM9Rwkwg90dsRSqE5hOEvdE=">AAAB8HicdVBNSwMxFMzWr1q/qh69BIvgQcpuKdTeCl68CBVsrbRLyabZNjTJLslboSz9FV48KOLVn+PNf2O6XUFFBwLDzBvy3gSx4AZc98MprKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e+X9g66JEk1Zh0Yi0r2AGCa4Yh3gIFgv1ozIQLDbYHqx8G/vmTY8Ujcwi5kvyVjxkFMCVrobjCJIr+bD2rBccavNDHhJGvWcND3sVd0MFZSjPSy/2yxNJFNABTGm77kx+CnRwKlg89IgMSwmdErGrG+pIpIZP80WnuMTq4xwGGn7FOBM/Z5IiTRmJgM7KQlMzG9vIf7l9RMIz/2UqzgBpujyozARGCK8uB6PuGYUxMwSQjW3u2I6IZpQsB2VbAlfl+L/SbdW9dyqd12vtM7yOoroCB2jU+ShBmqhS9RGHUSRRA/oCT072nl0XpzX5WjByTOH6Aect094sZDK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dIy8pM9Rwkwg90dsRSqE5hOEvdE=">AAAB8HicdVBNSwMxFMzWr1q/qh69BIvgQcpuKdTeCl68CBVsrbRLyabZNjTJLslboSz9FV48KOLVn+PNf2O6XUFFBwLDzBvy3gSx4AZc98MprKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e+X9g66JEk1Zh0Yi0r2AGCa4Yh3gIFgv1ozIQLDbYHqx8G/vmTY8Ujcwi5kvyVjxkFMCVrobjCJIr+bD2rBccavNDHhJGvWcND3sVd0MFZSjPSy/2yxNJFNABTGm77kx+CnRwKlg89IgMSwmdErGrG+pIpIZP80WnuMTq4xwGGn7FOBM/Z5IiTRmJgM7KQlMzG9vIf7l9RMIz/2UqzgBpujyozARGCK8uB6PuGYUxMwSQjW3u2I6IZpQsB2VbAlfl+L/SbdW9dyqd12vtM7yOoroCB2jU+ShBmqhS9RGHUSRRA/oCT072nl0XpzX5WjByTOH6Aect094sZDK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dIy8pM9Rwkwg90dsRSqE5hOEvdE=">AAAB8HicdVBNSwMxFMzWr1q/qh69BIvgQcpuKdTeCl68CBVsrbRLyabZNjTJLslboSz9FV48KOLVn+PNf2O6XUFFBwLDzBvy3gSx4AZc98MprKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e+X9g66JEk1Zh0Yi0r2AGCa4Yh3gIFgv1ozIQLDbYHqx8G/vmTY8Ujcwi5kvyVjxkFMCVrobjCJIr+bD2rBccavNDHhJGvWcND3sVd0MFZSjPSy/2yxNJFNABTGm77kx+CnRwKlg89IgMSwmdErGrG+pIpIZP80WnuMTq4xwGGn7FOBM/Z5IiTRmJgM7KQlMzG9vIf7l9RMIz/2UqzgBpujyozARGCK8uB6PuGYUxMwSQjW3u2I6IZpQsB2VbAlfl+L/SbdW9dyqd12vtM7yOoroCB2jU+ShBmqhS9RGHUSRRA/oCT072nl0XpzX5WjByTOH6Aect094sZDK</latexit>

a c

b

e� + p ! n+ ⌫e

e+ + n ! p+ ⌫̄e

Neutron-richness: High disk densities (high    ):Ṁ
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Ye

degeneracy

Ye ~ 0.1
degenerate electrons

outflows produce r-process nuclei

accretion rate nucleosynthesis in disk outflow

r-process in collapsars Siegel, Barnes, Metzger 2019, Nature

Igniting weak interactions in BNS/NS-BH post-merger accretion disks
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Conjecture:

Outflows from compact accretion disks synthesize 
most of the Galactic heavy r-process elements

Collapsars
long GRBs, SNe Type Ic-BL

NS mergers
short GRBs

GRB jet
r-process outflow

r-process outflow

GRB jet

Siegel & Metzger 2017, PRL Siegel, Barnes, Metzger 2019, Nature

~80% (?)~20% (?)

Igniting weak interactions in BNS/NS-BH post-merger accretion disks



Conclusions

Short gamma-ray bursts in the “time-reversal” scenarioDaniel Siegel Igniting weak interactions in BNS/NS-BH post-merger accretion disks

• post-merger accretion disk parameter space mostly determined by 
single parameter: accretion rate (initial disk mass)

two regimes: neutrino-cooled, advection dominated

• disk physics largely insensitive to high-density (nuclear) EOS, but 
requires accurate physics at low densities & temperatures

• GRMHD  & 3D crucial for nature of outflows, composition, r-
process, kilonovae

effects of neutrino absorption important at high  Ṁacc
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• Caveats:

• Accretion disk outflows (mergers & collapsars) may dominate 
galactic r-process 

Ṁacc
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• late-time viscous regime not included here, may enhance high-Ye 
ejecta component (but interactions already close to freeze-out)

• better transport required at high
• initial magnetic field: ~+-10% variation in total MHD outflow Christie+ 2019

Fernandez+ 2019, 2020
Miller+ 2019


